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HAZMATIQ CLASSROOM TRAINING

ABOVE THE LINE/BELOW THE LINE
HazMatIQ Classroom Training
BACKGROUND: The HazMatIQ Above The Line/Below The Line System is a patented
program developed by experienced hazardous materials responders, taught in a straight
forward, easy to understand methodology. This cornerstone course, lays the foundation
for all HazMatIQ Courses. Through the use of simplified flow charts, personnel are able to
safely and efficiently respond to any known or unknown chemical/mixture. Students will
be trained to size-up (physical state, hazards, initial hot zone, correct meters and PPE) of
any chemical in seconds. The system use a streamlined methodology to build upon the
initial size-up, preparing them to immediately go to work when they arrive on a Hazardous
Materials/WMD event.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES: The HazMatIQ 4 – step system consists of:
Step 1) Revolutionary 10 – second “Above the line – Below the line” chemical size-up.
Step 2) Verifying/adjusting initial size-up using HMIQ Charts and a reference source.
Step 3) Choosing the appropriate meter(s) and protective equipment
Step 4) Operating safely in the hot zone based on mission

TRAINING AUDIENCE: All Levels of Responders
PREREQUISITE: None
CLASS SIZE: 30
COURSE LENGTH: 8-Ho

Over the past 10 years, this course has
been taught thousands of times, to
response agencies all over the world;
large and small.
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FIRST RESPONDER OFFENSIVE
HazMatIQ Classroom Training
BACKGROUND: HazMatIQ First Responder Offensive training incorporates the “Above
the Line /Below the Line” system, while instructing First Responders on safely entering
the Hot Zone to attempt a rescue and/or preform recon of the event. This 4-hour course
incorporates its own set of HazMatIQ Smart Charts, which aid in the decision making
process, emphasizing the use of the Stay Alive Five Meters, found in the SAFe Kit
(Radiation, multi-gas, temperature gun) and Reagent Papers (pH and F papers) to assure
their safe entry into the Hot Zone.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES:
1. Train First Responders on the HazMatIQ FRO Smart Charts
2. Provide training on transportation containers, for both highway and railway.
3. Provide training on the SAFe Kit.
a. These meters provide valuable information for the entry team; evaluating the
presence of flammable gases/vapors, oxygen concentration, corrosivity, temperature
change, radiation and the life threatening presence of fluorine. If your department
responds to Hazardous Materials incidents, these tools are essential to both the safety
of your responders and the safety of your community.
4. Trains responders to use the NIOSH Guide. Currently First Responders are trained only
on the DOT Emergency Response Guidebook (ERG) providing very limited information
needed to make a “Go or No Go” decision.

TRAINING AUDIENCE: Operations Level
PREREQUISITE: None
CLASS SIZE: 30
COURSE LENGTH: 4-Hour or 8-Hour

This course can be customized to an 8-hour delivery,
which includes: scenarios and tabletop exercises,
allowing students to gain additional confidence and
practice tactical decision making skills.
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ADVANCED-IQ
HazMatIQ Classroom Training
BACKGROUND: HazMatIQ
Advanced course builds upon
the knowledge gained from our
flagship Above the Line/Below
the Line program. Advanced-IQ
is totally customizable, allowing
blocks of instruction that best
fulfill the needs of the host
location. The customizable course
will cover:
1. A brief review of the
foundational Above the Line/
Below the Line System.
2. Using complex scenarios, students will be challenged to think critically, expanding on
the knowledge and skills gained from the Above the Line/Below the Line system.
3. Going Beyond Red 1! Red 1, is the play for responding to unknowns, no match, or not
sure. Utilizing an additional chart, students will be able go from a Red 1 to the correct
“play”, using chemical trade names, synonyms and/or chemical formulas.

TRAINING AUDIENCE: Technician Level
PREREQUISITE: Above the Line/Below the Line Training preferred, but not necessary.
CLASS SIZE: 30
COURSE LENGTH: 8-Hour
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AIR MONITORING
HazMatIQ Classroom Training
BACKGROUND: This HazMatIQ course is designed to train responders on the concepts
of; use, interpretation, and selection of direct reading instruments, various test strips
(Fluorine, pH & KI) and identification technologies (Raman & FTIR). Attendees will
participate in hands on simulations and exercises using actual products, which will produce
real world responses on the detection equipment utilized during the class.
Upon completion, responders will also have a greater understanding of, and the ability to,
quickly and safely assess risks, select correct PPE, determine evacuation distances and
take appropriate action. This fast paced, interactive one-day course, delivers intensive
hands-on training incorporating solid and liquid samples.

TRAINING AUDIENCE: All Levels of Responders
PREREQUISITE: None
CLASS SIZE: 30
COURSE LENGTH: 8-Hour
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RAD-IQ
HazMatIQ Classroom Training
BACKGROUND: Rad-IQ Training is built upon the same straight forward, easy to
understand methodology of all HazMatIQ Training Courses. Gone are the days of not
understanding information, scientific terms, various meters and how to implement a
response plan. Through the use of customized Rad-IQ charts, Gamma, Beta, Alpha,
Co60, Sc137, stay times, RIDS, RADs and everything in between will be transformed from
disconnected definitions into essential information needed in the HotZone.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES:
1. Radiation Fundamentals
2. Radiation and Radiation Units
3. Radiation Safety Principles
4. Transportation
5. Response

CLASS SIZE: 30
COURSE LENGTH: 8-Hour
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3-DAY RAD-IQ TRAINING
HazMatIQ Classroom Training
BACKGROUND: The 3-day Rad-IQ Training Course is designed to walk students from
beginning understanding of radiation through radiological response.
Day 1: Modified version of the 1-day RadIQ Course, plus training on your unit/agency’s
radiation equipment. A practical exercise will be used to enhance your knowledge and use
of equipment for responding to a radiological event.
Day 2: Radioactive materials of concerns based on your area of responsibility and how
they may be used against you. Survey/search techniques with practical exercise and
advanced survey skills based on your mission.
Day 3: Radiation table top exercise and several short exercises, designed based on your
mission capabilities. Exercises may include; unknown/lost source response, choke point of
pedestrian/vehicles, contamination, field monitorin team, identification/reach-back; plume
modeling for IND, incident responses, etc.

This course was designed with the student in mind. Course can be modified to fit
the unit’s needs.

CLASS SIZE: 30
COURSE LENGTH: 8-Hour
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TOX-MEDIC
HazMatIQ Classroom Training
BACKGROUND: The HazMatIQ Tox-Medic © Course is a specialized
EMS training program designed to give medics the knowledge and
confidence required to provide advanced life support care including
anti-dote administration, to patients suffering from a hazmat/WMD
exposure. This course complements the HazMatIQ: Above the Line,
Below the Line© Course. The Tox-Medic Course is taught using the same
simple and street smart methods that have made the HazMatIQ System
a national success.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES:
1.

Decontamination of the Hazmat Patient

2. Tox Medic Medical Examination
3. Chemical Affects on Organ Systems
4. Toxicology of Specific Chemical Agents
5. Toxmedic Formulary
6. Toxicity of Irritant and Corrosive Gases
7. Toxicity of Chemicals Related to Nitrogenous Compounds
8. Toxicity of Chemical Asphyxiants (Cyanide and Hydrogen Sulfide)
9. Toxicity of Hydrocarbons and Hydrocarbon Derivatives
10. Toxicity and Treatment of Hydrogen Fluoride Exposure
11. Patient Scenario(s)

CLASS SIZE: Maximum 30
COURSE LENGTH: 8-Hour
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HASH OIL EXTRACTION LABS
HazMatIQ Classroom Training
BACKGROUND: For the last several years
there has been a nationwide push to legalize
the recreational use of Marijuana in the
United States. Numerous states have passed
legislation that allows recreational and medical
marijuana use. This new addition to the
American pastime has created a whole new set
of uncontrollable factors for members of the
American fire service to train and plan for. As a
result, Marijuana Grow Operations are opening
up in the communities we serve, faster than fire departments can plan, train and implement
safe operating procedures. Marijuana grows are developed and implemented to maximize
the space used, in order to produce higher harvests, thus producing higher profits. In
order to do this, netting and wire mesh are used to allow the plants to grow out versus up,
producing more buds that can be sold for consumer use. This poses new and increased
entanglement hazards for interior fire attack crews. Heavy high voltage lighting is installed
to simulate sunlight so the plants will grow, creating increased overhead fall hazards and
a vast array of chemical processes that put first responders at risk. This class will highlight
all of the above mentioned hazards and show how you can use the HMIQ system to make
deliberate tactical decisions.

CLASS SIZE: Maximum 30
COURSE LENGTH: 8-Hour
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DECONIQ
HazMatIQ Classroom Training
BACKGROUND: This 4 hour operations/technician level
course will provide responders and warfighters the knowledge
and skills required to conduct Electrostatic Decontamination
Tactics (EDT). EDT uses an electrostatic sprayer to add an
electric charge to the decon solution. The charged decon
droplets will envelop and adhere to the target. The result is the
ability to perform a more effective decon, for a wide range of
incidents, with significantly less decon set up.
DeconIQ will include interactive lecture supported by videos,
case studies, and a demonstration of electrostatic sprayers.
• Use and limitations of current wet
and dry decon techniques
• Operation of electrostatic and air assisted
electrostatic sprayers
• Electrostatic decon tactics and set up
• Use and limitations of EDT
• Decon solution selection for EDT
• Special decon considerations
• Lessons learned from Ebola crisis
One VP200 Handheld Electrostatic Sprayer Kit
is included with Each DeconIQ Course at No Additional Cost

TRAINING AUDIENCE: Ops/Tech Level
PREREQUISITES: N/A
CLASS SIZE: Maximum 30
COURSE LENGTH: 4-Hour
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DRUGIQ
Synthetic Opioid Risk-Based Response
BACKGROUND: DrugIQ prepares responders and investigators to
implement risk-based response tactics to safely respond to incidents
involving synthetic opioids, including clandestine labs. The course is 50%
hands-on, with students gaining firsthand experience operating several
types of synthetic opioid clandestine labs, and performing detection and
identification of synthetic opioids using actual fentanyl analogs.
Students will learn to conduct a synthetic opioid risk assessment using
incident indicators and by using multiple detection technologies including
FT-IR, Raman, Colorimetric test kits, and High Pressure Mass Spec (HPMS).
Based on the level of risk assessment, students will learn to implement
four levels of risk-based response guidelines that provide responders and
investigators with specific guidance on resources required, PPE selection,
safety considerations, tactical considerations, and decontamination for
responders, victims, and suspects.

MORNING – TRAINING SESSION (4 HOURS)
• Threat update – synthetic opioid epidemic
• Understanding the real opioid risk and exposure hazards
• Risk-based response guidelines
• Scene assessment using incident indicators
• Detection and identification of synthetic opioids

AFTERNOON – HANDS-ON SESSIONS: (4 HOURS)
• Actual agent detection skill stations using Fentanyl analogs
• Fentanyl decontamination
• Synthetic opioid clandestine lab operations
(Three levels of sophistication)

COURSE LENGTH: 8-Hour

•
•
•

DrugIQ is 50% Hands-On
Gain Firsthand Experience Operating 3 types of Fentanyl Labs
Actual Agent Detection with Fentanyl Analogs
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RAE TECH 1
Portable Instrument Technician Certification Course
BACKGROUND: This two day course offers intensive, hands-on, service
technician training to end-users of Area Rae and Multi-Rae family Instruments.
Attendees learn to set up, configure and test RAE Systems by Honeywell
equipment, run diagnostics, calibrate and repair or replace pumps, sensors, lamps
and other components.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES:
• Sensor Theory
• Basic Operation Training
• Advanced Operation Training
• Battery Replacement
• Pump rebuild/Replacement
• Calibration Techniques
• ProRae Studio II -Firmware upgrades, data download,and calibration reports
• RMA documentation
• Diagnostics
• Instrument troubleshooting
• PID cleaning and lamp replacement
• Sensor replacement

COURSE CERTIFICATION: Students who complete an exit exam with 80% will
receive a Rae Systems by Honeywell Portable Instrument Technician 1 Certificate,
valid for 2 years.

COURSE INSTRUCTORS: Federal Resources/Rae Systems Certified Instructors
CLASS SIZE: Maximum 16
COURSE LENGTH: 16-Hour
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HANDS-ON TRAINING
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HAZMATIQ TACTICS: PROPANEIQ
Hands-On Training
BACKGROUND: Propane
emergencies remain one of the
most common and most deadly,
hazmat incidents responders face.
This 16-hour course will prepare
responders to safely mitigate a
propane emergency, including tactical
considerations, container assessment,
leak control options and flaring
operations. Each student will receive
a set of PropaneIQ Smart Charts with
a diagram of each propane vessel,
along with potential countermeasures
for each leak point.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES:
•

Day 1: Propane Behavior and DOT Propane Cylinders
Day one is an 8 hour training day, and is 50% hands on. Classroom will
include interactive lecture, PowerPoint presentation, video case studies,
and tactical discussions. Practical will include propane behavior demo,
DOT cylinder anatomy, and propane hardware/valve identification
challenge.

•

Day 2: ASME Propane Tanks and Flaring Operations
Day two is an 8 hour training day, and is 50% hands on.
Classroom will include interactive lecture, Powerpoint
presentation, video case studies, and tactical discussions.
The practical session will include anatomy of ASME tanks,
followed by practical skill stations for leak control and flaring.
Flaring skill station will include accessing propane vessels,
proper flare set up, safety guidelines, and flaring
liquid vs vapor.

CLASS SIZE: Maximum 30
COURSE LENGTH: 16-Hour
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COUNTER CBRN ALL-HAZARD MANAGEMENT
RESPONSE COURSE (CAMR)
Hands-On Training
BACKGROUND: The CAMR Course is a 5-day course broken down into (2) two-sections.
The first is a (1) one-day training that will include information on maintenance, operation,
and decisionmaking on Air Monitoring technologies including 4-gas, PID, and Paper
technologies. This module is written for Bioenvironmental and Emergency Management
personnel who use these instruments in the course of their jobs. Other attendees may
include Fire, Police, or Haz-Mat personnel from local jurisdictions surrounding base areas
who may need Air Monitoring operation instruction for performing their job functions. This
day can be scheduled independent of the main CAMR course as anticipated attendees are
expected to be limited. (1-10 personnel anticipated)
The main body of the CAMR course is 4 consecutive days. These 4 days are broken into
various didactic instructional modules including ICS, EOC, Air Monitoring, Radiation
Detection, Chemical identification, and Threat Awareness. The afternoons of days 1-3 are
reserved for Table-Top Exercises (TTX) aimed at reinforcing Points of Instruction (POI)
and exercising current base plans and checklists. These TTX’s also allow participants a
chance to operate with outside agencies that attend and develop a working relationship
for future responses both on and off base.
Day 4 is a Capstone Full Scale Exercise (FSE). This exercise is the culmination of the weeks
POI and Lessons learned in the TTX’s. Instructors change roles and become Controller
Evaluators who guide exercise play to help players learn and grow in their roles. This
exercise is evaluated based on preestablished objectives and the exercise team compiles
an After Action Review (AAR). The AAR reports are forwarded to the course Point of
Contact (POC) for tracking.
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(CAMR) CONTINUED

LEARNING OBJECTIVES:
1.

Prepare participants for a designated
hazard or disaster affecting their
community.

2. Enable participants an opportunity
to better coordinate their response
operations with counterparts from local
governments, other state governments,
Federal agencies, private sector
organizations, and nongovernmental
agencies.
3. Allow ANG and Local responders to
practice using their skills to test policy,
plans, checklists and procedures.
4. Provide a comfortable education
environment to exercise and enhance
critical response and recovery tasks.

TRAINING AUDIENCE:
BASE: Bioenvironmental Engineering,
Emergency Management, Public Health,
Fire Services, Security Forces, EOC
representatives, Crisis Action Team (CAT),
Threat Working Group (TWG), Patient
Decon Team (976 package if available), or
anyone else who would respond to a CBRN
or and All-Hazard incident on or off base.

PREREQUISITE: None
CLASS SIZE: Maximum 30
COURSE LENGTH: 4/5 Day
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HAZMATIQ TECHNICIAN
CERTIFICATION TRAINING
HazMatIQ Classroom Training
BACKGROUND: This course will prepare the participants with the
skills required to respond systematically and safely to HazMat and
WMD emergencies. The course will incorporate the patented HazMatIQ
System. This course is compliant with NFPA Standard 472, OSHA 29
CFR 1910.120, BFST curriculum, and can be customized into any 40, 80,
or 160-hour format.
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INTEGRATED CBRNE
EQUIPMENT TRAINING
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PATIENT DECONTAMINATION (976A) TRAINING
Integrated CBRNE Equipment Training
BACKGROUND: Students are taught:
• Fundamentals of decontamination for victims from
a mass casualty incident involving the release of
hazardous substances or CBRN warfare agents.
• Operation and maintenance of the Airboss 4 Line
Decontamination Shelter and accompanying support
equipment.
• Tactics, Techniques and Procedures on patient
decontamination team operations utilizing the
following standards: 29CFR1910.120, OSHA’s Best
Practices for Hospital-Based First Receivers of,
ATP 3-11.47/AFTTP 3-2.79 Chemical, Biological,
Radiological, Nuclear, High Yield Explosives (CBRNE) Enhanced Response Force Package
(CERFP)/Homeland Response Force (HRF) Operations and ATP 3-11.32/AFTTP 3-2.46
Multi-Service Tactics, Techniques, and Procedures for Chemical, Biological, Radiological,
and Nuclear (CBRN) Passive Defense Volume I & 2.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES:
1) OBJECTIVE 1 – Meet OSHA’s 8 Hour Annual Refresher Training.
2) OBJECTIVE 2 – Complete required ANG Patient Decontamination Team Training.
3) OBJECTIVE 3 – Be able to process ambulatory & non-ambulatory victims
		

during the annual exercise.

TRAINING AUDIENCE: Personnel assigned to Patient Decon System
CLASS SIZE: Maximum 30
COURSE LENGTH: Training can be tailored to meet unit’s needs. 1 day refresher class for
units that have already been certified, 2 day class to train new team chief or new members
on a team and a 2.5 Day Certification class for a wing that did not receive the initial NET.

REFRESH RATES: 4 years or as required by newly assigned personnel.
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MANUFACTURER EQUIPMENT TRAINING
Integrated CBRNE Equipment Training
Federal Resource’s offers high-quality, hands-on certified training for the below
manufactures:

Honeywell/Rae Systems Federal Resource’s New
Equipment Training (NET) covers basic overview of
equipment, use, maintenance and hands on training
using samples for the following instruments:
•

AreaRae II

•

AreaRae

•

MultiRae Pro

•

QRae

•

ToxiRae

•

ProRae Guardian (basic overview and
understanding of PRG. Deploy RAE equipment
using PRG)

•

Advance Training – includes refresher training on
basic use, maintenance, diagnostic mode, taking
apart the pump and rebuilding it, and figuring the
pump stall.

Thermo-Fisher Scientific Federal Resource’s New
Equipment Training (NET) covers basic overview of
equipment, use, maintenance and hands on training
using samples for the following instruments:
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•

FTX

•

RMX

•

Gemini

MANUFACTURER EQUIPMENT TRAINING

(Cont)

Integrated CBRNE Equipment Training
FLIR Federal Resource’s New Equipment Training
(NET) covers basic overview, use, maintenance and
hands on training using RAD sources and Bio simulant
for the following instruments:
•

Idnetifinder R400

•

IBAC

•

NanoRadier R300

•

FIDO

•

RadHunter R500

Smiths Detection Federal Resources New
Equipment Training (NET) covers basic overview, use,
maintenance, and hands on training using samples for
the following instruments:
•

HazMat ID

•

Responder

•

HazMat ID 360

•

IonScan 300B

•

GasID

•

Ionscan 500DT

•

Ranger

Draeger Federal Resources New Equipment
Training (NET) covers basic overview, fit, wear and
maintenance of respirator and SCBA. Also testing the
high, medium and low pressure of the respirator and
the complete system of the SCBA in accordance with
NFPA standards, for the following instruments:
•

PSS 100

•

DHR 7000

•

BG 4

•

Quaestor 5000

•

DHS 7000
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MANUFACTURER EQUIPMENT TRAINING
Integrated CBRNE Equipment Training
Landauer Federal Resources New Equipment
Training (NET) covers basic overview, use,
maintenance, downloading data and hands on training
using RAD Sources, for the AN/PDR 75A.

Ortec Federal Resources New Equipment Training
(NET) covers basic overview, use, maintenance,
downloading data and hands on training using RAD
Sources, for the HX Micro Detector.

Airboss Decon Equipment Federal Resources New
Equipment Training (NET) covers basic and advance
overview, use, maintenance, trouble shooting and
hands on training.

Blauer Class II/III XRT Protective Suits Federal
Resources New Equipment Training (NET) covers
basic and advance overview, use, maintenance,
trouble shooting and hands on training.

WelFab Federal Resources New Equipment Training
(NET) covers basic and advance overview, use,
maintenance, trouble shooting and hands on training
for the LIDS system.

Research International Federal Resources New
Equipment Training (NET) covers basic and advance
overview, use, maintenance, trouble shooting and
hands on training for the SASS 3500

MSA Firehawk Federal Resources Training includes
proper fit, wear and maintenance and hands on
training.

Scott Safety Liberty compressor technician level
certification.
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(Cont)

MILITARY EQUIPMENT
Integrated CBRNE Equipment Training
Federal Resources New Equipment Training (NET) covers basic and
advance overview, use, maintenance, trouble shooting and hands on
training for:
•

M26 JSTDS

•

AN/PDR 77

•

JCAD

MCD
Training includes basic overview, use, maintenance, hands on training and
employment of capabilities.
MACRMS
NET includes basic overview, use, maintenance, and hands on training for
setup.
DRSKO
Training includes basic overview, use, maintenance and hands on training
on a certain set of equipment for both Chemical and EOD units.
Federal Resources also offers scenario and user requested training.
We provide scenario driven training to incorporate all equipment and any
training that our customers desire.
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ADVANCED GuardION® TRAINING
First Responder Training
Integrated CBRNE Equipment Training
BACKGROUND: The Advanced GuardION Operator’s Course incorporates
our “Walk, Crawl, Run” approach to training, from starting with
technological overview and students being able to successfully identify
complex unknown samples by the end of the course. Instruction includes
theory on portable GC/MS, front panel operation, utilizing the laptop
software for data interpretation. Emphasis is placed on sampling procedure
changes between liquid and air sampling.

Hands-on portions of this course

include a daily completion of Preventative Maintenance, several unknown
samples from simple to complex mixtures including multiple co-eluted
compounds.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES:
•

Provide an understanding of Gas Chromatography/Mass Spectrometry
technology in an understandable manner.

•

Increase operator’s confidence while using the GuardION and
understand the instrument’s uses and limitations.

•

Detailed front panel overview including explanations of all listed PMCS
criteria.

•

Being able to utilize relevant software (NIST, and CHROMION) to be
able to complete data analysis, both qualitative and quantitative.

•

The ability to recognize and record all chemicals of interest.

This course is designed to increase to proficiency of anyone renting an
instrument. Once this course is completed the operator should be able to
obtain on site results and analysis, decreasing sampling time and saving
money compared to having an outside lab conduct data analysis.

PREREQUISITE: None
CLASS SIZE: 8
COURSE LENGTH: Two or three full days and one half day depending on
customer needs.
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ENVIRONMENTAL HAPSITE® TRAINING
First Responder Training
Integrated CBRNE Equipment Training
BACKGROUND: The Environmental HAPSITE Course is focused on the
identification and quantification of specified chemicals. We teach how to
create a Selected Ion Method from scratch that only looks contaminations
relevant to the individual customer. These can be tailored to better
separate chemicals of interest and can estimate concentrations with much
higher confidence than traditional methods.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES:
•

Provide an understanding of Gas Chromatography/Mass Spectrometry
technology in an understandable manner.

•

Increase operator’s confidence while using the HAPSITE and understand
the instrument’s uses and limitations.

•

Detailed from panel overview and operation.

•

Being able to utilize relevant software (NIST, AMDIS, and Real Time
Analysis) to be able to complete data analysis, both qualitative and
quantitative.

•

The ability to recognize and record all chemicals of interest.

•

Additional training available for solid and liquid sampling devices (SPME,
Thermal Desorber, and Headspace).

This course is designed to increase to proficiency of anyone renting an
instrument. Once this course is completed the operator should be able to
obtain on site results and analysis, decreasing sampling time and saving
money compared to having an outside lab conduct data analysis.

PREREQUISITE: None
CLASS SIZE: 4
COURSE LENGTH: Two or three full days and one half day depending on
customer needs.
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BASIC INTEGRATED SURVEY
First Responder Training
Integrated CBRNE Equipment Training
BACKGROUND: Basic Integrated equipment training includes instruction
on the First Defender; HazMatID 360; RAE System equipment including:
MultiRAE, AreaRAE, & Pro-RAE Guardian; and HAPSITE ER. This course is
designed to teach technological theory behind each piece of equipment,
how each piece operates independently and compliments one another
together to boost capabilities and confidence in results. Each portion of
this equipment training includes a presentation lecture portion, a hands-on
section where the students are taught to successfully identify unknowns
and report out results.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES:
•

Provide an understanding of the technology behind each piece
of equipment.

•

Train how to take a samples and report results out from each piece
of equipment.

•

Explains pros and cons of using each instrument in different
sampling environments.

•

Short daily reviews to reinforce the previous days learning.

•

Train responders to identify chemical hazards using the NIST and
NIOSH databases.

•

Identify and respond to multiple unknown samples for each technology.

This course can be modified to give more attention to specific pieces of
equipment depending on the team’s needs. We are also able to change
start and end times to fit the teams schedule.

PREREQUISITE: None
CLASS SIZE: 8
COURSE LENGTH: Four full days and one half day.
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ADVANCED HAPSITE® OPERATOR’S COURSE
First Responder Training
Integrated CBRNE Equipment Training
BACKGROUND: The Advanced HAPSITE Operator’s Course (available for
all HAPSITE generations) incorporates our “Walk, Crawl, Run” approach to
training, from starting with technological overview and students being able
to successfully identify complex unknown samples by the end of the course.
Instruction includes theory on portable GC/MS, front panel operation,
utilizing the laptop software for data interpretation, also, any accessories
(SPME, ThermalDesorber, and/or HeadSpace) that may be fielded to the
customer. Hands-on portions of this course includes a daily completion
of Preventative Maintenance, several unknown samples from simple to
complex mixtures including multiple co-eluted compounds

LEARNING OBJECTIVES:
•

Provide an understanding of the technology of Gas Chromatography/
Mass Spectrometry in an understandable manner.

•

Increase operator’s confidence while using the HAPSITE and understand
the instrument’s use and limitations.

•

Being able to utilize software (NIST and AMDIS) to be able to complete
data analysis, both qualitative and quantitative.

•

Being able to recognize when compounds co-elute and employ
techniques to successfully identify and report all compounds present in
a sample.

•

Learn how to calculate concentrations of compounds in the unknown
samples when the instrument is not capable of generating those values.

Students are given daily review quizzes that is cumulative as the week
progresses. The last day of the course, each student must pass a final exam
that covers the entire week’s material and is presented with an unknown
sample that they must successfully process and report out.

PREREQUISITE: None
CLASS SIZE: 812
COURSE LENGTH: Four full days and one half day.
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SHIMADZU® OPERATOR’S COURSE
First Responder Training
Integrated CBRNE Equipment Training
BACKGROUND: The Shimadzu Operator’s Course incorporates our
“Walk, Crawl, Run” approach to training, from starting with technological
overview and students being able to successfully identify complex unknown
samples by the end of the course. Instruction includes theory on benchtop
GC/MS, navigating the associated software, and utilizing that software to
deconvolute and interpret spectra. Students will also get hands on with
sample collection and serial dilution of all samples. Hands-on portions of
this course include a daily completion of Preventative Maintenance Check,
several unknown samples from simple to complex mixtures including
multiple co-eluted compounds.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES:
•

Provide an understanding of the technology of Gas Chromatography/
Mass Spectrometry in an understandable manner.

•

Increase operator’s confidence while using the Shimadzu and
understand the instrument’s uses and limitations.

•

Being able to utilize relevant software (NIST, AMDIS, and Real Time
Analysis) to be able to complete data analysis, both qualitative and
quantitative.

•

Being able to recognize when compounds co-elute and employ
techniques to successfully identify and report all compounds present in
a sample.

•

Learn how to calculate concentrations of compounds in the unknown
samples when the instrument is not capable of generating those values.

Students are given daily review quizzes that is cumulative as the week
progresses. The last day of the course, each student must pass a final exam
that covers the entire week’s material and is presented with an unknown
sample that they must successfully process and report out.

PREREQUISITE: None
CLASS SIZE: 4
COURSE LENGTH: Four full days and one half day.
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HOMEMADE EXPLOSIVE (HME-IQ)
EOD Training
BACKGROUND: HME IQ training is a revolutionary, all hazard system that instructs
students on proper response to Home Made Explosive (HME) threats. HME-IQ is REAL
DEAL, HANDS-ON TRAINING taught by leading military personnel and responders with
years of field experience. Students can expect to learn street smart strategies & tactics not
illustrated in books. HME IQ is a common sense approach to the skills required to safely
respond to HME’s. Understanding the chemistry of HME’s will enable the warrior to be fully
aware of the hazards. We will describe the protection and detection equipment needed
plus best safe practices required to succeed & survive. This two day training will include
hands on detection& identification equipment training.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES:
1.

CHEMISTRY of HME & Precursors

2. HazMatIQ - Above The Line/Below The Linea. An overview of the HazMatIQ system
3. Understanding The “Common Sense” Language of HME Science
a. (Covalent, Ionic, Organic, Inorganic, Complex Ions, Binary Compounds, etc...)
4. Why & How things go BOOM!
5. Better Understanding The HME Hazards & Toxicology
a. (Detonation, Deflagration, Flash Point, Molecular Weight, Organic Peroxide, etc.)
6. Surviving Downrange Hazards
a. (Radiation, Fluorine, Corrosives, Chemical Reactions, Flammability
& High-Low O2)
7. The Recognition, Identification & Hazards of HME
8. Recognizing the HME Lab and Safe HME Lab Work Practices
a. (Glassware, Cookware & Hardware)
9. Prioritizing (in an HME Lab Setting)
10. Downrange Street Smart Safe Sampling Techniques

CLASS SIZE: Maximum 30
COURSE LENGTH: 16-Hour
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CBRN SENSITIVE SITE EXPLOITATION
EOD Training
BACKGROUND: CBRN course covers topics essential to Chemical, Biological,
Radiological and HME in a clandestine facility designed to produce CBRN related material.
This course prepares Participants to identify kitchen-level production of biological and
chemical agents. CBRN SSE emphasizes the less traditional and unconventional pathways
that may be exploited to yield toxic chemical and biological agents.

CLASS SIZE: Maximum 20

EOD SENSITIVE SITE EXPLOITATION
EOD Training
BACKGROUND: The Sensitive Site Exploitation course enhances the EOD Operator’s
understanding of the importance of rapid and effective site exploitation, and the need to
adjust tactical intelligence procedures and structures in the COIN environment to support
the operation. The Operators will exercise the principles and procedures utilized to collect/
obtain the maximum amount of intelligence data with the proper exploitation of the site in
a safe and efficient manner while preserving evidence and maintaining a chain of custody
in several scenarios. Operators are taught during SSE training to exploit personnel,
documents, electronic data and material captured at the site while neutralizing any threat
posed by the site or its contents. A variety of site scenarios includes labs, buildings,
multiple structures, vehicles and fields.

CLASS SIZE: Maximum 20

CBRN IEDD COURSE
EOD Training
BACKGROUND: This course trains Participants in the theory of Chemical, Biological,
Radiological and Nuclear (CBRN) materials. It will introduce them to various CBRN related
equipment and provides them with the opportunity to practice their use in the render safe
procedure options dealing with CBRN devices. The instruction is designed to acquaint the
student with the principles of Improvised Explosive Device construction, materials, site
exploitation hazards and actual devices to deliver WMD materials. The course and training
materials will teach the student to recognize the materials that may be used to construct,
deploy, detonate and disseminate improvised CBR devices.

CLASS SIZE: Maximum 20
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ASYMMETRIC CBRNE
FIELD TRAINING EXERCISES
EOD Training
BACKGROUND: The scenarios will be operational and will have realistic training aids to
exercise asymmetric threats, processes and equipment. The FTX combines CBRN IEDD
and CBRN SSE courses as a final practical exercise covering the topics covered. The
intention is to facilitate ICD, IND and CBRN devices and scenarios that allow the EOD
Operator a practical applications of the tools, methods and procedures associated with
CBRN incidents and operations. Upon completion of this module, the EOD Operator will
have broadened their knowledge of threat assessments, electronics, assault support,
advanced manual techniques, alarm sensor defeat, switch and detonator diagnostics and
hostage/victim devices involving CBRNE.

CLASS SIZE: Maximum 20

ADVANCED INSTRUMENTATION
EOD Training
BACKGROUND: Designed to enable the student to get the most out of the detection,
identification and quantification instruments he has available. It will take the student
beyond the basic usage of the instrument and demonstrate the maximum capability of
each piece of equipment by combining the results of multiple instruments and field tests.
The course will teach the Participant to use the equipment collectively by integrating a
suite of instruments, field tests and colorimetric kits. This may include, but not be limited
to Raman Spectroscopy, FT/IR Spectroscopy, Gas Chromatograph/Mass Spectrometry
(GC/MS), Mass Spectrometry (MS), Photo Ionization Detectors, Ion Mobility Spectroscopy
(IMS), Thin Layer Chromatography (TLC), Volatile Organic Vapor detection, pH papers,
Potassium Iodide Starch papers, and other technologies that may be utilized by the EOD
Technician.

CLASS SIZE: Maximum 20
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THREAT ASSESSMENT IMPROVISED
EXPLOSIVE DEVICES
EOD Training
BACKGROUND: EOD Threat Assessment Course is the critical tool for EOD Operators to
learn and will be thoroughly exercised during this course. An accurate Threat Assessment
is critical to mission success by guiding the Operator to a course of action that is the safest
and most efficient plan of action. If the Threat Assessment is incorrect, the mission could
have disastrous or even fatal consequences.
EOD Operators will be trained on understanding the different factors that affect the initial
planning and assessment phase of the operation, assumption verses assessment. Threat
Assessment is taught based on the five principles of threat assessment; Target, Placement,
Arming, Category, and Functioning. The EOD Operator will review, in detail, the following
stages of threat assessment; Initial Assessment, Aim, Limitations to the Aim, Factors, Type
of Fusing or Threats, Deductions, Ongoing Assessment and Disablement Logic.

CLASS SIZE: Maximum 20

THREAT ASSESSMENT IN A HOMEMADE
EXPLOSIVES ENVIRONMENT
EOD Training
BACKGROUND: This course is to prepare the EOD Operator to understand not only the
threat that the improvised explosives present but also threats that the precursors and
environmental factors these chemicals present. This will allow the EOD Operator to modify
the standard EOD Threat Assessment to suit the mission profile they may encounter, be it
HME, IED, SSE or Post Blast. This course covers chemical compatibility, HME, detection and
hazards associated with each.

CLASS SIZE: Maximum 20
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EOD CHEMICAL, BIOLOGICAL,
AND RADIOLOGICAL (CBR) TRAINING PROGRAM
SUPPORTING SPECIAL OPERATIONS FORCES
(SOF)
EOD Training
BACKGROUND: This highly effective training program combines the theoretical aspect
of the curriculum with complex practical exercises, challenging the Participants’ mental
stamina and their comprehension of the material covered in the classroom. Operators will
be tested on their ability to apply logic and reason to demanding situations in order to
accomplish a positive outcome.

MODULE 1 CBRN EQUIPMENT
EOD Training
BACKGROUND: This may include, but is not limited to, protective masks and ensembles,
Dräger Chip Management System (CMS), M256A1 Chemical Agent Detection Kit, M9
Chemical Agent Detector Paper, Multirae (Or any multi-gas detection Instrument),
Radiation Detection and Isotope Identification instruments (HRM, AN/PDR-77, AN/PDX-2,
Identifinder, RadiD, etc.), Raman and FT/IR Spectroscopy, HazMasterG3 (Mass Spec, 908,
Hapsite,) or any other equipment the unit being trained possesses.

MODULE 2 CHEMICAL HAZARDS
EOD Training
BACKGROUND: The HazMatIQtm “Above the Line/Below the Line” system was
developed by responders and is only available from HazMatIQ. The HazMatIQ system
incorporates trademarked innovative street smart Cheat Sheets that enable responders to
safely and efficiently respond to any known or unknown chemical or mixture. Participants
taking this course will be able to identify (physical state, hazards, initial hot zone, correct
meters and PPE) any chemical in minutes. The system then coaches responders through a
streamlined chemical research method to verify their initial size-up, preparing responders
to immediately go to work when they arrive on a Hazardous Materials/WMD event.
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MODULE 3 CBRN
EOD Training
BACKGROUND: Taught by PhD Chemists and Biologists. Subjects covered in this
module will include the Chemistry of Chemical Agents, the Biology of Biological Agents,
the synthesis and clandestine manufacturing of Chemical Weapons and Biological Agents,
Radiation Familiarization, Radiological Isotopes as Weapons, construction of Dissemination
and Dispersal Devices, and other’s. This module will combine the classroom study of
chemical, biological and radiological materials in the mornings, followed by practical
exercises and demonstrations in the afternoons.

MODULE 4 MEDICAL MANAGEMENT
OF CBR PATIENTS
EOD Training
BACKGROUND: The medical portion of the training will be administered by an MD
and a Tox Medic.

MODULE 5 DECONTAMINATION/DESENSITIZING
OF CHEMICAL AND BIOLOGICAL AGENTS
EOD Training
BACKGROUND: The Decon and Desensitizing elements of the training will be taught by
former SOCOM Tier 1 personnel with many years of experience in the field.
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MODULE 6 MILITARY CBRN WEAPONS
EOD Training
BACKGROUND: This module will focus on those military chemical or biological ordnance
items and devices that may be encountered in the current areas of unrest or concern. It
will include presentations on chemical/biological loaded projectiles, rockets and bombs.
Fuze functioning will be discussed, as will the particular hazards and precautions that
must be addressed with each particular ordnance item and fuze combination. Unique
to this training, is the effort that has gone into producing copies of these munitions that
are chemically fillable. These training aids will provide real-time feedback via chemical
monitoring equipment on the success or failure of Participant-conducted leak seal and
packaging efforts. Guest speakers will be on hand to provide a classified brief on the
current chemical, biological and radiological threats from around the globe.

MODULE 7 IMPROVISED & MODIFIED
CBRN WEAPONS
EOD Training
BACKGROUND: This module will focus on the use of modified military weapons and
ordnance items that may be used to deliver chemical payloads. While the possibilities
are limitless, our training will focus on the types of modifications that are known to have
been utilized. This will include improvised warheads placed upon conventional rockets,
improvised rockets to deliver both military chemical ordnance and improvised chemical
warheads. As with Improvised Explosive Devices (IEDs), the presence of these types
of weapons necessitates a reasoned, methodical approach and threat assessment to
determine the appropriate render safe procedures for each item. The classified global
threat briefing will include coverage of instances where these modified/improvised
ordnance items and devices have been used over the recent years.
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MODULE 8 IMPROVISED DISPERSAL
& DISSEMINATION DEVICES
EOD Training
BACKGROUND: This module will focus on the use of modified or improvised dispersion
and explosive/propellant driven systems to deliver agents, and the particular hazards
inherent in these types of systems. The training will include modified commercial pesticide
sprayers, sprayers designed for home use, and sprayers designed for military use. Essential
to determining the state or status of the improvised system will be the proper use of EOD
X-Ray systems and accurate interpretation of the x-ray images obtained. This will include
presentations and practical exercises on determining the state and positions of electrical
solenoids, valves, fluid levels, float switches and the presence of pressurized cylinders.
Both high and low pressure systems will be discussed and demonstrated. Operators will
participate in building their own systems based upon the theories and examples discussed
in during the lessons. Lastly, the use of commercial liquid compressed gases as weapons
will be addressed to complete this portion.

MODULE 9 NEUTRALIZATION & GAGGING
TECHNIQUES
EOD Training
BACKGROUND: This module, the Participants will learn how to properly gag or block
valves, lines, switches and ports through a variety of techniques to prevent the release of
an agent, or reduce the amount of agent that could be released. In order to do this the
Participants must be able to identify the type of system present, recognize the system’s
vulnerabilities, and determine which gagging method would be the most appropriate for
the device in question. Included in this module will be mitigation considerations to be
taken in order to prepare for an unplanned agent release or the failure of the gagging
techniques. In addition, the students will learn how to neutralize certain electrically or
electronically controlled dissemination systems through various bypass methods and/or
electrical neutralization techniques.
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MODULE 10 ADVANCED MANUAL TECHNIQUES
TO DEFEAT IMPROVISED CBRNE DEVICES
EOD Training
BACKGROUND: This module is designed to increase practical capabilities of the
Participants with respect to methods and techniques utilized to manually access and
defeat improvised CBRNE devices. To accomplish the following tasks, the Participants
will be trained to conduct a proper threat assessment to determine when and if a manual
technique is warranted. As with hand entry techniques on Improvised Explosive Devices,
the Participants must learn to accurately discern the threat and determine a course of
action. Proper X-ray image interpretation will be of paramount importance. Included
in the period of instruction will be methods of device stabilization, tool selection and
operation, detonator diagnostics (cut, no-cut, shunt and bypass logic), improvised blasting
cap considerations circuit diagnostics, solenoid operation/ principals, and defeating
mechanically operated systems. This module will include the use and limitations of
multi-meters, current probes, video probes, and access/cutting tools.

MODULE 11
EOD Training
BACKGROUND: This module is a two day event that will focus on the Site Exploitation
of incidents involving the suspected use of Chemical, Biological agents, or radiological
materials. This will include search methods, scene documentation, proper sampling
techniques, sample prep for shipment, evidence handling, etc. This will be a combination of
both classroom study and practical, scenario based exercises.

MODULE 12
EOD Training
BACKGROUND: This module is the culminating event of the program. This Module
consists of three straight days/nights of scenarios that will force the Participants to use
all of the skills, techniques and academic information that they’ve accumulated over the
course of the training. These scenarios will be physically and mentally challenging and will
require the students to perform difficult tasks under pressure. The scenarios will include
those currently being seen around the globe..
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IED ELECTRONICS
EOD Training
BACKGROUND: The IED electronics course is a basic electronics course detailing the
types of components found in IED circuits. These are the kinds of circuits that make up
switching components in RCIEDs, VOIEDs, Firing and Safe Arming devices. Participants
learn the basics ofelectronics, IED construction, soldering, modifying of off the shelf items
to function in an IED, transistors, MOSFET, SCR and integrated circuits.

CLASS SIZE: Maximum 20

ADVANCED IED ELECTRONICS
EOD Training
BACKGROUND: Designed for EOD Operators with a basic understanding of electronics.
The AIEC course will reinforce previous taught lessons while explaining more in depth
the electronics behind the IED Circuit, including micro-controllers. Participants in this
module will already be familiar with electronics; this course will further develop that
knowledge. After completion, participants should be able to construct IED training aids
powered by embedded systems. This course will cover basic level PIC programming
in PIC Basic Pro and PBASIC programming language. Focus will be given to advanced
topics as well as sensor interfacing. Each Participant will be provided with materials to
complete the lab projects. Topics will include: Basic Programming Logic, Advanced Logic
Techniques, PIC Basic Pro Syntax, PBASIC Syntax, RF Communications and protocols,
and Hardware Interfacing. Participants will construct the following 6 devices: PIC IED
Board (Sensor Interfacing) with Passive Infra-Red (PIR), Alarm Panel with LCD Display
(Sensor Interfacing, EOL, Display) Advanced Photocell/Diode device, XBEE Long Range
RF Controller (UART, Communications, RF), Long range 433mhz Telemetry Device and a
programmable DTMF receiver board. The participants will use the Alarm and Alarm Panel
PIC Device to conduct Advanced Manual Techniques (AMT). The course begins with an
electronics primer to refresh the student’s knowledge of electronics before moving on to
advanced topics. The purpose of this course is to explain how the terrorist are constructing
IED devices. This course will aid the EOD Operator in performing tasks such as RSP and
RSP development, IED Fusing Neutralization, Post Blast skills and Category A situations. At
the end of the course, students will have constructed several IED circuit boards, including
one Printed Circuit Board that they have designed and etched following terrorist methods.

CLASS SIZE: Maximum 20
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MODULE 10 ADVANCED MANUAL TECHNIQUES
TO DEFEAT IMPROVISED CBRNE DEVICES
EOD Training
BACKGROUND: This module is designed to increase practical capabilities of the
Participants with respect to methods and techniques utilized to manually access and
defeat improvised CBRNE devices. To accomplish the following tasks, the Participants
will be trained to conduct a proper threat assessment to determine when and if a manual
technique is warranted. As with hand entry techniques on Improvised Explosive Devices,
the Participants must learn to accurately discern the threat and determine a course of
action. Proper X-ray image interpretation will be of paramount importance. Included
in the period of instruction will be methods of device stabilization, tool selection and
operation, detonator diagnostics (cut, no-cut, shunt and bypass logic), improvised blasting
cap considerations circuit diagnostics, solenoid operation/ principals, and defeating
mechanically operated systems. This module will include the use and limitations of
multi-meters, current probes, video probes, and access/cutting tools.

MODULE 11
EOD Training
BACKGROUND: This module is a two day event that will focus on the Site Exploitation
of incidents involving the suspected use of Chemical, Biological agents, or radiological
materials. This will include search methods, scene documentation, proper sampling
techniques, sample prep for shipment, evidence handling, etc. This will be a combination of
both classroom study and practical, scenario based exercises.

MODULE 12
EOD Training
BACKGROUND: This module is the culminating event of the program. This Module
consists of three straight days/nights of scenarios that will force the Participants to use
all of the skills, techniques and academic information that they’ve accumulated over the
course of the training. These scenarios will be physically and mentally challenging and will
require the students to perform difficult tasks under pressure. The scenarios will include
those currently being seen around the globe.
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IED ELECTRONICS
EOD Training
BACKGROUND: The IED electronics course is a basic electronics course detailing the
types of components found in IED circuits. These are the kinds of circuits that make up
switching components in RCIEDs, VOIEDs, Firing and Safe Arming devices. Participants
learn the basics ofelectronics, IED construction, soldering, modifying of off the shelf items
to function in an IED, transistors, MOSFET, SCR and integrated circuits.

CLASS SIZE: Maximum 20

ADVANCED IED ELECTRONICS
EOD Training
BACKGROUND: Designed for EOD Operators with a basic understanding of electronics.
The AIEC course will reinforce previous taught lessons while explaining more in depth
the electronics behind the IED Circuit, including micro-controllers. Participants in this
module will already be familiar with electronics; this course will further develop that
knowledge. After completion, participants should be able to construct IED training aids
powered by embedded systems. This course will cover basic level PIC programming
in PIC Basic Pro and PBASIC programming language. Focus will be given to advanced
topics as well as sensor interfacing. Each Participant will be provided with materials to
complete the lab projects. Topics will include: Basic Programming Logic, Advanced Logic
Techniques, PIC Basic Pro Syntax, PBASIC Syntax, RF Communications and protocols,
and Hardware Interfacing. Participants will construct the following 6 devices: PIC IED
Board (Sensor Interfacing) with Passive Infra-Red (PIR), Alarm Panel with LCD Display
(Sensor Interfacing, EOL, Display) Advanced Photocell/Diode device, XBEE Long Range
RF Controller (UART, Communications, RF), Long range 433mhz Telemetry Device and a
programmable DTMF receiver board. The participants will use the Alarm and Alarm Panel
PIC Device to conduct Advanced Manual Techniques (AMT). The course begins with an
electronics primer to refresh the student’s knowledge of electronics before moving on to
advanced topics. The purpose of this course is to explain how the terrorist are constructing
IED devices. This course will aid the EOD Operator in performing tasks such as RSP and
RSP development, IED Fusing Neutralization, Post Blast skills and Category A situations. At
the end of the course, students will have constructed several IED circuit boards, including
one Printed Circuit Board that they have designed and etched following terrorist methods.

CLASS SIZE: Maximum 20
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IED CONSTRUCTION AND EXPLOITATION
EOD Training
BACKGROUND: This course covers the design, construction and exploitation of
improvised explosive devices. Electronic triage; determine functioning, frequency and
output power. EOD Operators must sustain a high level of circuit familiarity in order to
diagnose and defeat the system and safely dispose of the explosive hazard. Operators are
trained on reverse engineering the IED device and provide detailed analysis of the device.

CLASS SIZE: Maximum 20

ADVANCED MANUAL TECHNIQUES
EOD Training
BACKGROUND: Manual Entry includes consideration the type of operation being
supported and what tool, tactics and techniques can be used in order to achieve success
and minimize the potential for compromise while guarding against friendly loss of life
or injury. EOD Operators will develop the skills to immediately and effectively formulate
contingency plans, gain entry on numerous types of IED housing material and/ or security
system components and gain access the device(s) in question in order to neutralize
the threat by hand with providing the minimum amount of hazard and deviation to the
mission.

CLASS SIZE: Maximum 20
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ADVANCED ACCESS AND DISABLEMENT
EOD Training
BACKGROUND: EOD Operators are instructed in the basics of switch, solenoid and
detonator diagnostics to include improvised detonators. This course teaches the best
possible methods for dealing with an IED where the risk of the device functioning is
considered unacceptable, when automatic shunt and decision boxes are unavailable, and
when an EOD/IEDD Operator cannot use remote techniques to render an IED safe. This
module begins with a refresher of the multi-meter and its operating principles, as well as
possible downfalls and limitations of the meter. Discussion and examples of probes, leads
and wire attachments are also covered. During the first module, Ohm’s Law is reviewed,
with basic principles of electronic detonators. Detonator defeat along with electronic
circuits that may be used in a trapped detonator situation are covered in-depth. Module
Two is designed to give the EOD/IEDD Operator a “Cut/Don’t Cut” mindset by using
threat assessment, circuit analysis and diagnostic tool to render the device safe. Operators
will move into the practical exercise by being exposed to a detonator decision box that
allows different scenarios for the EOD/IEDD Operator to practice lessons taught in
diagnostic and rendering safe the detonator. EOD Operators are shown various methods
of improvised detonator construction, principles, and theory of operations. The Operator
will then construct the bridge wire/hotwire using examples shown to them and using
lessons learned through previous modules, begin diagnostics and defeat of improvised
detonators.

CLASS SIZE: Maximum 20
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COVERT ENTRY (SURREPTITIOUS MANUAL
ENTRY TECHNIQUES)
EOD Training
BACKGROUND: Covert Entry is a necessary skill for both SOF and conventional EOD
personnel when entry to a facility or structure through the “open” door or explosive entry
is not a suitable option. Our Covert Entry (CE) training focuses on teaching operators
to gain access to a target building or vehicle, carry out objectives on target, and then
depart undetected. We teach a broad spectrum of proven skills and techniques intended
to leverage on the side of success for the entry operator. The course is modular in format
and can be modified and customized to meet specific customer needs. There is a strong
emphasis on pre-entry intelligence gathering, target site vulnerability assessment, and
sound entry planning. All of our CE instructors have prior military and law enforcement
experience with over 500 combined operational entries. Our CE training is offered only to
active duty military special operations personnel, military EOD personnel, law enforcement
officers and technicians, and others determined to have a “need to know” and possessing
appropriate security clearances.

CLASS SIZE: Maximum 20
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HME LV 1, 2, AND 3 TRAINING
EOD Training
BACKGROUND: The course provides specialized enabling information and practical
experience to EOD Operators involving Homemade Explosives (HME) / Improvised
explosives (IE), including improvised detonators, in order to successfully assess,
characterize, process, report, prosecute and exploit clandestine labs where explosives are
manufactured (small and large scale). This course is centered on having the Operators
manufacture some of their own precursors. Those precursors that are too difficult
to manufacture in a Kitchen Chemistry setting will be purchased off-the-shelf in the
surrounding area.

•

HME LV1: All products are simulated

•

HME LVII: Instructor demonstration with live product

•

HME LVIII: Participant manufacturing of live product

•

HME LVIV: Offensive Course for SOF

•

EOD X-ray Diagnostic Techniques
- Advanced X-Ray and Targeting
- Precision Aim

CLASS SIZE: Maximum 15
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HME RENDER SAFE COURSE
EOD Training
BACKGROUND: Affords the Operator the opportunity to apply and practice/implement
classroom information in a terrorist clandestine HME laboratory followed by live test fires.
HME EOD Applications to include desensitizing, x-ray and render safe tools against HME
targets.
Operators will be able to use x-ray equipment against Homemade Explosives and select
the render safe tool appropriate for the device. Tool usage will include Focused Disruptors
such as the PAN and PAN variant disruptors, Volumetric Disruptors, (to include both
Linear and Omni-Directional) and Directed Disruption against IED Targets (wood, plastic
and metal containers) filled with Homemade Explosives and electronic circuitry. Various
HME will be utilized such as Urea nitrate, Ammonium nitrate with Aluminum, TATP, and
Potassium chlorate with Aluminum fillers.

CLASS SIZE: Maximum 20

EOD/SWAT INTEROPERABILITY
EOD Training
BACKGROUND: Integration of EOD Operators into tactical teams. Participants will learn
the proven methods and crucial skills for dynamic operations in high risk environments
where rapid response is vital for the successful outcome of a mission. Provides EOD
Operators with key skills training and practical exercises in IED Defeat, Advance Manual
Techniques, Detonator, and Improvised Detonator Diagnostics and Defeat in support of
Assault and/or SWAT Forces

CLASS SIZE: Maximum 20
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SOF EOD SUPPORT LEVEL I
EOD Training
BACKGROUND: This course prepares the attendees for EOD assignments in support
of Special Operations missions. The Participants will learn how to conduct mission
focused threat assessments, mission based tool/kit selection, and how to operate in an
environment where time, tools and/or equipment may be very limited. The Participants will
be given scenarios where their training will be put to the test and rapid, decisive decision
making will be the key to successful incident resolution and mission accomplishment.

CLASS SIZE: Maximum 20

SOF EOD SUPPORT LEVEL II
EOD Training
BACKGROUND: This course is designed for those EOD Operators in support of SOF
that may be called upon to execute Close Target Reconnaissance (CTR), where IED or
explosive manufacturing, transportation or storage may be taking place. EOD Operators
must learn surveillance and counter-surveillance skills in addition to other specialized skills
required of these missions. Participants will learn how to plan for these missions, select
the appropriate tools and equipment and come up with cogent, thorough and methodical
actions to be taken on the objective. A thorough understanding of electronics, HME, and
Advanced Manual Techniques is required prior to attending this training. The course will
build upon those skills to permit the proper exploitation and/or manipulation of sites or
targeted items. The course will culminate in a three day final exercise that will test and
evaluate the Participants’ skills, preparation and execution of all the special skills, tactics
and procedures they were taught during the program.

CLASS SIZE: Maximum 20
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COMBAT TRACKING (IED AND HME)
EOD Training
BACKGROUND: Course is designed to challenge in many different ways the EOD
Operator will encounter Counter Improvised Explosives Devices (CIED) and the need
to be offensively cunning tactically. The Combat Tracker Program integrates enhanced
observations, combat profiling and combat tracking skill sets that will train the Marine
to survive on today’s increasingly complex and hostile battlefield. The Operators begin
training on basic combat tracking then evolve into tracking IED and HME networks and
exploiting the devices, labs and indicators of clandestine manufacturing and device or lab
discovery. Thru the analysis of these devices and the relationships with other insurgent or
terrorist organizations, it can be assumed that these organizations are sharing their TTPs
for constructing, employing and detonating these devices. To counter these threats, the
ASG Combat Tracker Course provides training on the materials used, construction and the
tactical employment and detonation devices that can be used in the combat environments.
This challenging and robust training provides the Marine with the understanding of
how IED and HME can be employed against the mounted and dismounted troops which
provides the threat, the time to evade and escape from its pursuers.

CLASS SIZE: Maximum 20

K9 HOMEMADE EXPLOSIVES SYNTHESIS
COURSE
EOD Training
BACKGROUND: Designed for the advance K9 handler involving the detection of
Homemade Explosives and Clandestine HME labs. Imprint assistance on HME formulations
are conducted as well as the explosive effects of Homemade Explosives are demonstrated.
Participants will operate in real world scenarios involving live HME product, real lab set ups
and challenging problems that will test the dog and handler alike. Large hides and Large
Buried Explosive training events will also be covered.
The opportunity to imprint your K9 on all odors will be made available. The formulations
made will then be used in real training scenarios for you to see how your K9 will react.

CLASS SIZE: Maximum 20
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TACTICAL TRAINING
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BASIC LEADERSHIP
Tactical Training
BACKGROUND: Leadership, the most essential element of combat power, gives purpose,
direction, and motivation in combat. The leader balances and maximizes maneuver,
firepower, and protection against the enemy. This course will teach how the student by
exploring the principles of leadership (Be, Know, Do); the duties, responsibilities, and
actions of an effective leader; and the leader’s assumption of command.

BASIC RIFLE/MARKSMANSHIP
Tactical Training
BACKGROUND: Basic marksmanship training consists of three phases. Training to
become a marksman lasts approximately two to three weeks and ends with qualification
testing where the student must pass with a minimum score in order to proceed to
graduation. Phase 1 During the first phase, the student will learn how to disassemble, clean,
and reassemble your weapon as well as safe handling procedures. The student will also
find out how to safely load and unload the weapon, but will not actually be firing during
this phase. Phase 2 During phase 2, the student gets to actually fire a weapon. The student
doesn’t have to wear all combat gear during this phase. The objective is to just get the
student used to safely and accurately handling a weapon. During phase 2, you spend six
hours learning how to group your shots and eight hours practicing setting your sights so
that you can hit the target. Your instructor then spends six hours giving you feedback
about your downrange performance and advice on how to improve your marksmanship
ability. Phase 3 During phase 3 of training, you actually complete the official Army
qualification course. You must pass the minimum standards in order to graduate from
Army basic combat training.

COMMUNICATIONS
Tactical Training
BACKGROUND: The basic requirement of combat communications is to provide rapid,
reliable, and secure interchange of information. Communications are vital to mission
success. This course helps the squad/ platoon maintain effective communications and
correct any radio antenna problems.
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PATROL BASE OPERATIONS/MISSION PLANNING
Tactical Training
BACKGROUND: This course provides techniques and procedures used by Infantry
platoons and squads throughout the planning and execution phases of tactical operations.
Specifically, it discusses the troop leading procedures, combat intelligence, combat orders,
and planning techniques and tools needed to prepare a platoon to fight. These topics
are time sensitive and apply to all combat operations. When they have time, leaders can
plan and prepare in depth. If they have less time, they must rely on previously rehearsed
actions, battle drills, and standing operating procedures (SOPs).

BASIC FIRE SUPPORT/FIRE SUPPORT TASK,
TARGETING, AND INTERDICTION
Tactical Training
BACKGROUND: Indirect fire support can greatly increase the combat effectiveness and
survivability of any Infantry unit. The ability to plan for and effectively use this asset is a
task that every Ranger and small unit leader should master. Fire support assets can help a
unit by suppressing, fixing, destroying, or neutralizing the enemy. Leaders should consider
employing indirect fire support throughout every offensive and defensive operation. This
chapter discusses plans, tasks, capabilities, risk estimate distances, target overlays, close
air support, elements and sequence of calls for fire, and example call for fire transmissions.

TACTICAL MOVEMENTS/PATROLLING
Tactical Training
BACKGROUND: To survive on the battlefield, stealth, dispersion, and security must be
enforced in all tactical movements. The student must be skilled in all movement techniques
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CONVOY OPERATIONS
Tactical Training
BACKGROUND: This course will teach techniques for conducting vehicle convoy
operations. Convoy operations present a challenge to the any leader. Trucks and other
combat vehicles produce a large signature on the battlefield and increase your unit’s value
as a target. Vehicle movement is restricted to roads and terrain that they can traverse;
therefore, a sound plan must be implemented to minimize the possibility of compromise.

URBAN OPERATIONS
Tactical Training
BACKGROUND: Today’s battlefield environment demands more from leaders than ever
before. Leaders must not only be able to lead troops but also influence other people.
They must be able to work with members of other Services and governmental agencies.
They must win the willing cooperation of multinational partners, both military and civilian.
Urban offensive operations pose the greatest risks to forces and noncombatants. Yet,
ultimately, the military demands self-aware and adaptive leaders who can compel enemies
to surrender in war and master the circumstances facing them in peace. Victory and
success depend on the effectiveness of these leaders’ organizations. Developing effective
organizations requires hard, realistic, and relevant training.

BASIC FIRST AID
Tactical Training
BACKGROUND: The battlefield and some other types of missions, puts military personnel
in harm’s way. CASEVAC planning is vital. Also, because trained medical personnel might
be unavailable at the initial point of injury, everyone must know how to diagnose and treat
injuries, wounds, and common illnesses. The unit should also have a plan for handling KIAs.
LIFESAVING STEPS Whatever the injury, (1) stop life-threatening bleeding; (2) open the
airway and restore breathing; (3) stop the bleeding and protect the wound; (4) check,
treat, and monitor for shock; and (5) MEDEVAC the casualty.
CARE UNDER FIRE When still under fire, (1) maintain situational awareness; (2) return
fire; (3) protect the casualty; (4) move the casualty to cover; and (5) identify and control
severe bleeding with bandage or tourniquet.
PRIMARY SURVEY Use the alphabet to remember how to deal with life threatening injures
such as blocked airway, not breathing, or uncontrollable bleeding (hemorrhaging)
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CQD OPERATIONAL UNIT
Tactical Training
WEEK 1: This course is customized for military and special operations units, introducing
them to select components of CQD Full Circle Readiness™. Portions of the six divisions of
CQD are taught while utilizing enhanced evolutions designed to create a broad base of
skills. Training will primarily focus on unarmed, armed, and suspect control. Instruction will
include an in-depth study of strategy and tactics, with a special focus on the operator’s
justified use of force. The integration and development of these skills is validated through
operationally focused training scenarios.

WEEK 2: Week 2 expands the individual’s capabilities and specializes in topics, such as:
CQD Shooting, formations and movement, Firearm support weapons, and Room Entry –
Clear and Contact. This course will also use validation techniques and enhanced evolutions
designed to broaden the base of skills in the most efficient manner. The operator’s
capabilities are developed through live-fire shooting – from within the physical contact
zone to surgical shooting at range. All training includes an in-depth study of strategy and
tactics, and the integration and development of all skills is achieved through operationally
focused scenarios.

CQD LAW ENFORCEMENT
Tactical Training
WEEK 1: This course is customized for Law Enforcement Officers, introducing them to
select components of CQD Full Circle Readiness™. Portions of the six divisions of CQD
are taught while utilizing enhanced evolutions designed to create a broad base of skills.
Training will primarily focus on unarmed, armed, and suspect control. Instruction will
include an in-depth study of strategy and tactics, with a special focus on the officer’s
justified use of force and actions against low, medium, and high threat adversaries. The
integration and development of these skills is validated through operationally focused
training scenarios.

WEEK 2: CQD Law Enforcement - Week 2 expands the officer’s capabilities and
specializes in topics, such as: CQD Shooting, formations and movement, and room
entry. This course will also use validation techniques and enhanced evolutions designed
to broaden the base of skills in the most efficient manner. The officer’s capabilities are
developed through live-fire shooting – from within the physical contact zone to surgical
shooting at range. All training includes an in-depth study of strategy and tactics, and
the integration and development of all skills is achieved through operationally focused
scenarios.
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CQD CQD PROTECTIVE SPECIALIST
Tactical Training
WEEK 1: This course is designed exclusively for the Protective Specialist individual or
team. It introduces the student to portions of the six divisions of CQD® while utilizing
enhanced evolutions designed to create a broad base of skills. Training will primarily focus
on unarmed, armed, and protectee management. Training initially focuses on improving
the individual operator’s ability to control his threat zone and concludes with total team
integration. The course will also include an in-depth study of strategy and tactics. The
integration and development of these skills is validated through operationally focused
training scenarios.

WEEK 2: CQD Protective Specialist – Week 2 expands on those skills learned in Week1
and encompasses vehicle operations, formations, team movements, room entry, and
emergency extractions. All training includes an indepth study of strategy and tactics, and
the integration and development of all skills is achieved through operationally focused
scenarios.

CQD MARITIME OPERATIONS
Tactical Training
WEEK 1: This course utilizes the six divisions of CQD and is customized to create a
comprehensive course that meets the specialized needs of a maritime tactical response
team. Instruction is progressive, beginning with isolated skills followed by an in-depth
study of each segment of the tactical responsibilities required. All skills are validated to
ensure interoperability and operational readiness through practical drills and realistic
scenario evolutions.

WEEK 2: Week 2 integrates the validated individual skills into a maritime team
environment. Operators develop individual skill awareness while performing team
movements and formations in both land and maritime settings. Operations are conducted
in varying sizes of waterways on large, medium, and small vessels. Operators are
introduced to CQD shooting which encompasses precision shooting at distance and
effective responses to lethal threats in the close quarters environment.
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NOTES
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